JOHN K SHARES NEW SONG “6 MONTHS” TODAY
CURRENT SINGLE “IF WE NEVER MET” NEARING 70 MILLION
STREAMS
REMAINS IN TOP 15 AT HOT AC RADIO
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(February 21, 2020 – Los Angeles, CA) – Inching closer to stardom, John K maintains his momentum by
sharing a new track entitled “6 months” today. Get it HERE via Epic Records.
In between stark acoustic guitar strumming, he delivers a tender pledge to his love on this simple and
straightforward ballad. His delivery builds from intimate verses into a falsetto-driven refrain. He assures,
“Baby when we fall asleep, you know that you’re safe with me…this is all we need. We’re right where we
belong.”
“6 months” follows up John K’s breakout hit “if we never met” which has now garnered over 66 million
streams and remains to hold a spot in the Top 15 at Hot AC Radio. Recently, he made waves with a
brand new version of the track in the form of a duet alongside GRAMMY® Award-nominated
multiplatinum country superstar Kelsea Ballerini. As the remix clocked over 6 million streams and
landed him on the cover of Spotify’s coveted “Pop Rising” playlist, Billboard claimed, “John K’s breakout

ode to fate, ‘if we never met,’ already has our hearts melting with lyrics pondering what life would be
like if he never met his soulmate. Now, the romantic tune has a sweet, feminine twist thanks to Kelsea
Ballerini.” He also spoke to HollywoodLife in-depth about the original and the collaboration.
Additionally, he just dropped a remix of “if we never met” by Sigala. Within less than a week, it put up
528K Spotify streams and counting. Not to mention, he currently averages over 3.3 million monthly
listeners on Spotify.
Right now, John K is hard at work on his debut album, due out soon.

ABOUT JOHN K
With a dynamic voice and effortless cool, John K invites listeners to experience an eternal summer all
year-round. The Florida native quietly cemented himself as an artist to watch and in 2017, Elvis Duran
handpicked the independent rising star as his “Artist of the Month.” Not only did he land features from
Nylon, Billboard, Huffington Post, and more, but he also staked out coveted real estate on top Spotify
playlists such as New Music Friday. Within two years, he independently amassed upwards of 50 million
streams and charted a bona fide hit in the form of “OT.” Signed to Epic Records in 2019, he brought the
sunshine to soul on the if we never met EP, featuring stand out single “if we never met.” The track has
since garnered 65+ million streams and received a performance on the TODAY Show. Most
recently, John K teamed up with country superstar Kelsea Ballerini for a brand new version of the song,
as well an official remix by BRIT-nominated DJ and producer Sigala.
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